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Abstract

In the paper we consider a problem on radial motion of a bubble in gas-fluid
mixture, arising as a result of instantaneous for t = 0 change of pressure in
fluid far from a bubble from p0 to p0 +4p. The solution of the problem allows
to describe pressure oscillations in gas-saturated solutions during their flow in
pipes. The obtained results agree well with experimental investigations data in
which oscillations of bubble’s radius described by non-linear differential equation
of second order imply pressure oscillations in pipe spaces.

The results of experiments cited in [1] on investigation of character of repres-
suring of gas-fluid mixtures in pipes showed that this process is characterized by
oscillations. After achieving stationary fluid discharge for fixed pressure drop in a
pipe, in experiments inlet and outlet valves were blocked and then pressure change in
system was fixed. It turned to be that at initial time there happens sharp change of
pressure drop with pressure wave propagation to the side opposite to flow direction
with its consequent restoration and next motion of the wave to opposite direction.

One can assume that such behavior of repressuring in fluid is connected with
availability of gas inclusions in a pipe.

It is known that gas bubbles define the course of a series of important technolog-
ical processes and physical phenomena [2, 3]. These processes may be organized by
the best way, and phenomena be used with maximal efficiency if physical regularities
controlling bubble system behavior will be comprehended.

Still in 1917 Rayleigh [4] was interested in the following problem: cavitational
spherical space was suddenly formed in incompressible viscous fluid. It was required
to define the time in the course of which fluid would fill this space and quantity of
pressure in the given volume. In connection with this problem Rayleigh derived a

differential equation allowing to express variation rate of radius of the space
·

R(t)
as a pressure function and fluid density. The solution of the given equation showed
that this time significant radial rates and high pressure should arise in space-filling
fluid.

Let’s derive Rayleigh equation describing dynamics of a bubble in incompressible
liquid. Unlike Rayleigh we take into account that a bubble is not single (finiteness
of volume content of bubbles α2) and assume that bubbles are spherical.

In sequel, lower indices 1 and 2 belong to parameters of fluid and gas, respectively,
index 0 to initial values of parameters.

Assume that, as it is shown in the figure below, locally-uniform arrangement of
bubbles hold according to distances [5]:

Gas volume of gas-fluid mixture equals Vgas =
4
3
πR3N . Mixture’s volume was

defined from relation Vof mixture =
4
3
πR3N , where N is the number of bubbles,




